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The Mollow and Autler-Townes probe absorption spectra of a three-level atom in a cascade configuration
with the lower transition coherently driven and also coupled to a narrow bandwidth squeezed-vacuum field are
studied. Analytical studies of the modifications caused by the finite squeezed-vacuum bandwidth to the spectra
are made for the case when the Rabi frequency of the driving field is much larger than the natural linewidth.
The squeezed vacuum center frequency and the driving laser frequency are assumed equal. We show that the
spectral features depend on the bandwidth of a squeezed vacuum field and whether the sources of the squeezing
field are degenerate ~DPA! or nondegenerate ~NDPA! parametric amplifiers. In a broadband or narrow band-
width squeezed vacuum generated by a NDPA, the central component of the Mollow spectrum can be signifi-
cantly narrower than that in the normal vacuum. When the source of the squeezed vacuum is a DPA, the central
feature is insensitive to squeezing. The Rabi sidebands, however, can be significantly narrowed only in the
squeezed vacuum produced by the DPA. The two lines of the Autler-Townes absorption spectrum can be
narrowed only in a narrow bandwidth squeezed vacuum, whereas they are independent of the phase and are
always broadened in a broadband squeezed vacuum. @S1050-2947~98!10404-3#
PACS number~s!: 42.50.Dv, 32.70.JzI. INTRODUCTION
Since the first paper of Gardiner @1# on the interaction of
a two-level atom with a squeezed vacuum, there has been a
lot of research done on the spectroscopy with squeezed light
@2#. At the same time, considerable progress has been made
in the developing of sources of the squeezed-vacuum field
~mainly parametric amplifiers!. This progress has allowed to
test the novel predictions of the matter squeezed field inter-
action @3–5#. In the spectroscopic applications of the
squeezed-vacuum field two- and three-level atoms are the
favorite systems, often in free space but more recently
treated in cavities. The latter has been recognized as being
most suitable for an observation of the squeezed-vacuum ef-
fects as it does not require squeezing of all modes in the full
4p solid angle. Studies of modifications to spontaneous
emission, resonance fluorescence, probe absorption spectra,
and photon statistics are included in the topics covered.
Much of the work to date has considered broad bandwidth
squeezed-vacuum fields, where the bandwidths are not only
large compared to the spontaneous emission linewidth, but
also larger than the Rabi frequencies and detunings of a driv-
ing field. A broad bandwidth approximation allows to de-
velop the theory in terms of a Markovian master equation
using uncoupled atom-driving field states. Recent work in-
volving the broadband squeezed vacuum case by Swain et al.
@6–9# has demonstrated some new, unusual features in the
resonance fluorescence and probe absorption spectra @10–
12#, so there is still an interest in studying the broadband
case.
However, the common squeezed-vacuum field sources,
the parametric amplifiers @2#, generate a narrow rather than
broadband field. Therefore, theoretical studies of atomic
spectroscopic behavior for finite bandwidth sources are of
practical interest. For undriven atoms in free space, where571050-2947/98/57~5!/3869~11!/$15.00weak coupling conditions apply, a finite bandwidth of the
squeezed vacuum can decrease the potential of the line nar-
rowing found in absorption and spontaneous emission spec-
tra @13–16#. For coherently driven systems in a finite-
bandwidth squeezed vacuum, however, the spectral
linewidth can be narrower than that in a broadband squeezed
vacuum @17–19#. The effects differ depending on whether
the squeezed field is maximally squeezed at a central fre-
quency ~as in a degenerate parametric amplifier! or at fre-
quencies equally displaced from a central frequency ~as in a
nondegenerate parametric amplifier!. Work has also been
carried out for an intrinsically non-Markovian case where the
squeezing bandwidth is comparable or even small compared
to the decay rate @20#. Numerical treatments of finite band-
width squeezed-vacuum effects using both adjoint equations
@19,14,21,20# and stochastic density matrix methods @15,16#
have been carried out. Recently, an analytical dressed atom
approach @17,22–28# involving Markovian master equations
@29# has been proposed. This approach provides a simple
understanding of the finite squeezed-vacuum effects. How-
ever, the approach is valid for squeezed vacuum bandwidths
much greater than the normal vacuum decay width in order
to satisfy the Markov approximation. Despite this, the ap-
proach allows to discuss the cases where the squeezed-
vacuum field bandwidth is small compared to the Rabi fre-
quencies and detunings of driving laser fields @17,28#.
In a previous paper @28# ~to be referred to as I!, we have
presented a method based on a master equation approach
using dressed atom states to calculate the Mollow and
Autler-Townes probe absorption spectra of a three-level cas-
cade atom. In the calculations we assumed that one of the
two atomic transitions is strongly driven by a coherent laser
field and damped by a narrow bandwidth squeezed vacuum.
The spectra were calculated numerically for a squeezed
vacuum produced by a degenerate parametric amplifier
~DPA! and the carrier frequency of the squeezed-vacuum3869 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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paper, we present analytical solutions for the probe spectra
and extend the theory to a nondegenerate parametric ampli-
fier ~NDPA! source of squeezed light. In order to get a better
insight into the role of different sources of the squeezed
vacuum in the spectral narrowing, we derive analytical for-
mulas for the bandwidths of spectral features for both the
DPA and NDPA cases and compare them with the broad-
band case. For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the case
where the squeezed-vacuum center frequencies and the driv-
ing frequency coincide.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly
outline the theory, which was derived in I, and extend it to
the case of a NDPA. In Sec. III, we present analytical results
for the absorption spectra. Numerical results of the absorp-
tion spectra are presented in Sec. IV. In Sec. V, we compare
the analytical expressions for the widths of the spectral fea-
tures with the numerical results. We summarize the results in
Sec. VI.
II. THEORETICAL FORMALISM
We consider a three-level atom in a cascade configuration
with the upper level u3&, the intermediate level u2&, and the
ground level u1& separated by the transition frequencies v32
and v21 , respectively. We assume that the lower 1-2 transi-
tion is driven by a strong laser field of the Rabi frequency V
and frequency va , which is detuned from the transition by
d5v212va . In addition to the driving field, the lower tran-
sition is coupled to a squeezed-vacuum field of the phase fs
and the carrier frequency vs . The squeezed-vacuum field
detuning ds from the laser frequency ds5va2vs is set to
zero, however. The radiation properties of the system are
analyzed by calculating absorption spectra of a probe field of
frequency vp . The probe field is assumed weak and can be
tuned to the lower transition (vp'v21) to study the Mollow
absorption spectrum @30#, or can be tuned to the upper tran-
sition (vp'v32) to study the Autler-Townes absorption
spectrum @31#.
The narrow band squeezed-vacuum case will be treated
with V@Gs@G0 and compared with the broadband case,
where Gs@V ,G0. Gs is the squeezed vacuum bandwidth and
G0 is the spontaneous decay rate for the 1-2 transition. The
squeezed-vacuum field source is assumed to be either a DPA
or NDPA, whose output is characterized by the following
correlation functions @32#:
^ak
†al&5N~v l! if vk5v l ,
50 otherwise ~2.1!
and
^akal&5M ~v l! if vk1v l52vs ,
50 otherwise, ~2.2!
where N(v l) and M (v l) are squeezing parameters giving
the photon number and two photon correlation functions, re-
spectively. For the DPA source they are given by @33,34#N~v l!5
by
22bx
2
4 H 1~v l2va!21bx2 2 1~v l2va!21by2J ,
M ~v l!52eifs
by
22bx
2
4 H 1~v l2va!21bx2 1 1~v l2va!21by2J ,
~2.3!
and for the NDPA source @32,34#
N~v l!5
by
22bx
2
4 H 1~v l2va1a!21bx2 1 1~v l2va2a!21bx2
2
1
~v l2va1a!
21by
2 2
1
~v l2va2a!
21by
2J ,
M ~v l!52eifs
by
22bx
2
4 H 1~v l2va1a!21bx2
1
1
~v l2va2a!
21bx
2 1
1
~v l2va1a!
21by
2
1
1
~v l2va2a!
21by
2J , ~2.4!
with
bx5
gc
2 2e ,
by5
gc
2 1e . ~2.5!
The parameters gc and e are the cavity decay rate and the
amplification constant of the parametric amplifier, respec-
tively. The squeezed-vacuum spectrum of the DPA source
has one peak centered at va , whereas the squeezed-vacuum
spectrum of the NDPA source has two peaks centered at va
and separated from the central frequency by 6a . The
squeezing bandwidth Gs can be taken equal to bx , the
smaller of the two linewidth factors. The peak heights for the
DPA and NDPA curves have been made the same in order to
compare the results.
In our paper ~I!, we have derived a Markovian master
equation for the reduced atomic density operator rA @see Eq.
~2.47! of I#. In terms of the semiclassical dressed states, the
master equation can be written as
]rA
]t
5
1
i\ @H
˜A ,rA#1(
i , j
G i j~@T˜ jrA ,T˜i#1@T˜ j ,rAT˜i# !,
~2.6!
where G i j are the dressed-atom relaxation rates based on
secular approximations @see Eqs. ~2.48! and ~2.50! of I#,
T˜15
1
2 ~ u2
˜&^2˜u2u1˜&^1˜u!,
T˜25T˜ 3
†5u2˜&^1˜u,
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1
2 ~ u2
˜&^2˜u1u1˜&^1˜u!,
T˜55T˜ 7
†5u3˜&^1˜u, ~2.7!
T˜65T˜8
†5u3˜&^2˜u,
T˜95u3˜&^3˜u,
are the atomic operators given in terms of the semiclassical
dressed states
u1˜&5cos~u!u1&1i sin~u!e2i~vat1fa!u2&,
u2˜&5i sin~u!u1&1cos~u!e2i~vat1fa!u2&, ~2.8!
u3˜&5e2i~vat1fa!u3&,
with
tan~u!5
2d1V8
V
, ~2.9!
and
V85Ad21V2. ~2.10!
In Eq. ~2.6!, H˜A is the dressed-atom Hamiltonian defined as
H˜A5 (
a51
3
\naua˜&^a˜u, ~2.11!
where
n15~d2V8!/2,
n25~d1V8!/2, ~2.12!
n35v321d
are the detunings of the dressed-atom frequencies from the
driving laser frequency va . The sum in Eq. ~2.6! is over
i , j5$1,2,3,5,6,7,8% and certain frequency shift terms have
been ignored.
Having available the master equation of the system, we
can derive the equations of motion for the expectation values
of the dressed-atom operators ~2.7!. The set of the equations
can be written in a matrix form as
dT
dt 5HT, ~2.13!
where T5(^T˜1&,^T˜2&, . . . ,^T˜9&) is a column vector, and H
is a 939 matrix whose elements Hi j are given in Eqs. ~3.8!
and ~3.9! of I. As before, certain frequency shift terms
D˜N(v i) are ignored. The matrix elements Hi j depend on the
detuning d , the Rabi frequency V , and on relaxation terms
M˜ (v i) and G˜N(v i) @see Eqs. ~3.3! and ~3.6! of I# induced by
the squeezed vacuum and evaluated at the dressed-atom tran-
sition frequenciesv15va ,
v25va1V8, ~2.14!
v35va2V8.
Using contour integral methods, we find the explicit form
of the relaxation terms, which for the DPA are
M˜ ~v i!5
G0
8 e
ifs
by
22bx
2
bxby
3
@2i~va2v i!~by1bx!1~by
21bx
2!#
@~va2v i1ibx!~va2v i1iby!#
,
G˜N~v i!5@112N~v i!#G0 , ~2.15!
where N(v i) is given in Eq. ~2.3!. For the NDPA the relax-
ation terms are given by
M˜ ~v i!52
G0
2 e
ifs
by
22bx
2
8 H i~va2v i1a!1bx~va2v i1a!21bx2 1bx
1
i~va2v i1a!1by
~va2v i1a!
21by
2
1
by
1
i~va2v i2a!1bx
~va2v i2a!
21bx
2
1
bx
1
i~va2v i2a!1by
~va2v i2a!
21by
2
1
byJ , ~2.16!
G˜N~v i!5@112N~v i!#G0 , ~2.17!
where G0 is the spontaneous emission rate of the 2-1 transi-
tion. The squeezing modified relaxation rates M˜ (v i) and
G˜N(v i) can have different values depending on the fre-
quency v i about which they are evaluated. For the DPA
source and V8@bx ,by , the squeezing vacuum appears only
around the central frequency and then the relaxation terms
reduce to
M˜ ~v1!52
1
2 G0Me
ifs, M˜ ~v2!5M˜ ~v3!50,
G˜N~v1!5~112N !G0 , G˜N~v2!5G˜N~v3!5G0 ,
~2.18!
where N and M5AN(N11) denote, respectively, the mag-
nitudes of the photon number N(v i) and the two-photon
correlations M (v i) evaluated at their peaks. For the NDPA
source with a5V8, the two peaks couple to the side fre-
quencies v2 and v3 and in this case the relaxation terms are
M˜ ~v1!50, M˜ ~v2!5M˜ ~v3!52
1
2 G0Me
ifs,
G˜N~v1!50, G˜N~v2!5G˜N~v3!5~112N !G0 .
~2.19!
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~2.19! together with the quantum regression theorem @35#
allow us to calculate both the Mollow and Autler-Townes
probe absorption spectra.
III. ANALYTICAL CALCULATION
OF THE ABSORPTION SPECTRA
The atomic transitions, the lower driven by a laser field
and coupled to a finite bandwidth squeezed vacuum and the
upper undriven transition, can be monitored by a weak probe
beam. For the probe beam coupled to the driven transition,
the Mollow absorption spectrum can be evaluated, whereas
for the probe coupled to the upper 2-3 transition the Autler-
Townes spectrum can be studied. In the limit of a strong
driving field, V@G0, approximate forms of the spectra can
be obtained. The probe frequency vp can be expressed in
terms of a small detuning dv from any particular resonant
feature of interest. The Mollow probe absorption spectra
about any feature can be approximately found by application
of Taylor’s series with respect to small quantities such as
dv/V8. For the Autler-Townes probe absorption spectrum,
the same approach can be applied to obtain the approximate
analytical results. We will consider the case where ds5va
2vs is zero.
In our model only the lower transition of the three-level
atom is driven by a laser field and coupled to a squeezed
vacuum. For simplicity, the upper level 3 is treated as a
spectator only, in that relaxation rates associated with the 2-3
transitions are ignored in comparison with those for the 1-2
transition. In this case we can separate the dynamics of the
lower transition from that of the upper transition. Therefore,
we can approximately treat the lower transition as an indi-
vidual two-level system. In order to find the dynamics of this
system it is enough to determine the time evolution of the
one time averages of only three dressed operators ^T˜1&,
^T˜2&, and ^T˜3&. The equations of motion for these operators
are easily subtracted from Eq. ~2.13!, and for V8@G0 can be
written in a matrix form as
dTm
dt 5HmTm , ~3.1!
where Tm5(^T˜1&,^T˜2&,^T˜3&), and
Hm5S 2H1 H2 H2*H3 2H41iV˜8 H5
H3* H5* 2H42iV˜8
D , ~3.2!
withH154D2D3@ uM˜ ~v2!u1uM˜ ~v3!u#cos f1D2
2G˜N~v2!
1D3
2G˜N~v3!,
H25D1uM˜ ~v1!u~D2eif2D3e2if!
2
1
4 D1~D22D3!G
˜
N~v1!,
H352D1@D3eifuM˜ ~v3!u2D2e2ifuM˜ ~v2!u#
1
1
2 D1@D2G
˜
N~v2!2D3G˜N~v3!# ,
H452D1
2uM˜ ~v1!ucos f
12D2D3@ uM˜ ~v2!u1uM˜ ~v3!u#cos f
1
1
2 @2D1
2G˜N~v1!1D2
2G˜N~v2!1D3
2G˜N~v3!# ,
~3.3!
H552D3
2eifuM˜ ~v3!u12D2
2e2ifuM˜ ~v2!u
1
1
2 D2D3@G
˜
N~v2!1G˜N~v3!# ,
V˜85V822D2D3~ uM˜ ~v2!u2uM˜ ~v3!u!sin f ,
and f52fa1fs . The coefficients ~3.3! are obtained from
Eq. ~3.8! of I after ignoring the shift parameters D˜N(v i),
which are very small for V8@G0 ,bx ,by . The quantities Di
are given in terms of the tipping angle u as
D152i sin u cos u ,
D25sin2u ,
D35cos2u , ~3.4!
D55i sin u ,
D65cos u .
Applying the quantum regression theorem @35# to obtain
the two time averages from Eq. ~3.1! for the one time aver-
ages and using Laplace transform methods, we find that for
V8@G0 the stationary Mollow spectrum can be written asSm~vp ,`!5
1
NmReH A2~s !~s1H1!~s1H41iV˜8!~s1H42iV˜8!J s52idvp, ~3.5!
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stationary value ^T˜i&s of the dressed operators as
Nm52p^T˜1&s~D32D2!1pD1~^T˜3&s2^T˜2&s!, ~3.6!
and A2(s) is a second order polynomial in s . The parameter
dvp is the probe detuning from the laser frequency (dvp
~dvp5vp2va). We note from Eq. ~3.5! that the denomina-
tor has three minima, the central at dvp50, and two side-
bands at dvp56V˜8. These minima correspond to the three
features of the Mollow triplet.
It is interesting to note that the Rabi sidebands of the
Mollow spectrum are located at 6V˜8, which are shifted from
V8 by 2D2D3@ uM˜ (v2)u2uM˜ (v3)u#sin f @see Eq. ~3.3!#.
The shift appears only for a narrow bandwidth squeezed
bandwidth with f5p/2, and M˜ (v2)ÞM˜ (v3). Therefore, in
order to observe the shift, the squeezing spectrum should be
asymmetric about vs .
At the central feature we can write dvp5dv , where dv
is the probe detuning from the central frequency va , and
then for V8@H4 the Mollow probe absorption spectrum can
be approximately written as
SC
m~dv ,`!'
1
NmReH Bc1 2~Ac1BcH1!H1dv21H12
1
i~Ac1BcH1!dv
dv21H1
2 J , ~3.7!
where
Ac'2D1~D2^T˜2&s2D3^T˜3&s!
1i
1
V8
$22H1^T˜1&s~D2
21D3
2!
22^T˜1&sD1~D3H21D2H2*!1D1H1~D3^T˜2&s
1D2^T˜3&s!1D1
2~H2^T˜2&s1H2*^T˜3&s!
1D2D3~H3^T˜2&s1H3*^T˜3&s!2~D3
2H3^T˜3&s
1D2
2H3*^T˜2&s!% ~3.8!
and2Bc'i
1
V8
$2^T˜1&s~D2
21D3
2!2D1~D3^T˜2&s1D2^T˜3&s!%.
~3.9!
In the parameter Ac , the approximation was taken to the
order of 1/V8 since the first term, which is typically of zero
order in 1/V8, can be very small and then terms of the order
1/V8 can dominate. In the parameter Bc the first nonvanish-
ing term is of order 1/V8.
The first term in the spectrum ~3.7! is the vertical shift of
the central feature. The second term corresponds to the
Lorentzian absorption part of the spectra and the third to the
Rayleigh dispersion part.
For the left feature at dvp'2V8, we can write dvp
5dv2V8, where dv is a small detuning about the left fea-
ture, and then the spectrum ~3.5! reduces to
SL
m~dv ,`!'
1
NmReH 2ALH4dv21H42 1 iALdvdv21H42J , ~3.10!
where AL5D3(2D3^T˜1&s2D1^T˜2&s). The left-hand side
feature of the absorption spectrum is composed of the
Lorentzian and Rayleigh components, respectively.
Similarly, we can show that the right feature of the Mol-
low probe absorption spectra at dvp'V8 is given by
SR
m~dv ,`!'
1
NmReH 2ARH4dv21H42 1 iARdvdv21H42J , ~3.11!
where AR52D2(2D2^T˜1&s2D1^T˜3&s) and now dvp5dv
1V8.
The dynamics of the upper 2-3 transition are determined
by two dressed operators T˜7 and T˜8. For V8@G0 the equa-
tions of motion for these operators can be easily subtracted
from Eq. ~2.13! and can be written as
dTa
dt 5HaTa , ~3.12!
where Ta5$^T˜7&,^T˜8&%, and
Ha5S 2H62i~d1V8!/2 H7H8 2H92i~d2V8!/2D ,
~3.13!
withH65
1
2 D1
2uM˜ ~v1!ucos f1D2D3@ uM˜ ~v3!ueif1uM˜ *~v2!ue2if#2
1
8 D1
2G˜N~v1!1
1
4 D2
2@G˜N~v2!
2G˜0~v2!#1
1
4 D3
2@G˜N~v3!1G˜0~v3!# ,
H752
1
4 D1G01
1
8 D1$D2@G
˜
N~v1!2G˜N~v2!#2D3@G˜N~v1!2G˜N~v3!#%
2
1
D1D2@ uM˜ ~v1!u2uM˜ ~v2!u#eif1
1
D1D3@ uM˜ *~v1!u2uM˜ *~v3!u#e2if,2
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1
4 D1G01
1
8 D1$D2@G
˜
N~v1!2G˜N~v2!#2D3@G˜N~v1!2G˜N~v3!#%
2
1
2 D1D2@ uM
˜ *~v1!u2uM˜ *~v2!u#e2if1
1
2 D1D3@ uM
˜ ~v1!u2uM˜ ~v3!u#eif, ~3.14!
H95
1
2 D1
2uM˜ ~v1!ucos f1D2D3@ uM˜ ~v2!ueif1uM˜ *~v3!ue2if#2
1
8 D1
2G˜N~v1!
1
1
4 D2
2@G˜N~v2!1G˜0~v2!#1
1
4 D3
2@G˜N~v3!2G˜0~v3!# .
Using the quantum regression theorem to obtain the two time averages from Eq. ~3.12! for the one time averages and using
Laplace transform, we find that for ds50 and V8@G0 the Autler-Townes spectrum can be written as
SA~vp ,`!5
1
NmReH A1~s !@s1H61i~V81d!/2#@s1H92i~V82d!/2#J s52idvp8, ~3.15!where NAT is the normalization constant
NAT5pF12 1~D521D62!^T˜1&s1D5D6~^T˜2&s2^T˜3&s!G ,
~3.16!
and A1(s) is a first order polynomial in s given by the nu-
merator of Eq. ~2.83! of I times the determinant of (sE2
~sE22H (232)8 ). In Eq. ~3.15!, dvp8 is the probe detuning
from the upper transition frequency of the atom given by
dvp85vp2v32 .
The spectrum is composed of two lines located at 2(V8
2d)/2 and (V81d)/2. Near the left feature we can write
dvp852(V82d)/21dv , where dv is the detuning of the
probe frequency from the center of the line. Thus at the left
feature, we can approximate Eq. ~3.15! to
SL
A~dv ,`!'
1
NATReH H9ALdv21H92 2i ALdvdv21H92J ,
~3.17!
where
AL5D5
2S 12 2^T˜1&sD1D5D6^T˜2&s . ~3.18!
In the Autler-Townes probe absorption spectra the Lorentz-
ian features dominate. Thus dropping the Rayleigh part of
the spectrum and taking the real part of AL we have
SL
A~dv ,`!'
1
NAT
H9Re$AL%
dv21H9
2 , ~3.19!
where
Re$AL%5D5
2S 12 2^T˜1&sD1D5D6~^T˜2&s2^T˜3&s!/2.
~3.20!For the right feature the absorption spectra are centered at
frequency v321(V81d)/2 and similarly to the left feature is
given by
SR
A~dv ,`!'
1
NAT
H6Re$AR%
dv21H6
2 , ~3.21!
where
Re$AR%5D5
2S 12 2^T˜1& D2D5D6~^T˜2&2^T˜3&!/2,
~3.22!
and we have written dvp85(V81d)/21dv , where dv is
now the detuning from the center of the right feature.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR PROBE
ABSORPTION SPECTRA
Having available the analytical solutions for the Mollow
and Autler-Townes spectra, we can discuss the dependence
of the spectra on the bandwidth of the squeezed field applied
to the system. With the central squeezing frequency equal to
the laser frequency, there are three interesting cases to con-
sider: the broad bandwidth, DPA, and NDPA narrow band-
width. In order to compare the broadband and narrow band
cases, the strong field regime V@G0 is treated, and various
choices of the total phase f are used. The Mollow spectra
are calculated using Eq. ~2.82! of I and the Autler-Townes
spectra using Eq. ~2.83! of I. Exactly the same numerical
results are also obtained using the analytical forms Eqs.
~3.7!, ~3.10!, and ~3.19! presented here.
All graphs used parameters bx5by for normal vacuum,
$bx510,by515% for narrow bandwidth, and $bx5600,by
5900% for broad bandwidth squeezed-vacuum field. In all
cases the Rabi frequency V5100. The Mollow absorption
spectrum for the DPA source of the squeezed vacuum is
plotted in Fig. 1 for the case of a narrow bandwidth
squeezed-vacuum field. It is seen that the bandwidth of the
57 3875ANALYTICAL SOLUTION FOR THE MOLLOW AND . . .central component @Fig. 1~a!# is independent of the phase f
and is the same as in the ordinary vacuum. The amplitude of
the feature depends on the phase and changes from absorp-
tionlike for f50 and p to dispersionlike as the phase
changes to f5p/2. The bandwidth of the Rabi sidebands
@Fig. 1~b!#, however, depends on the phase f and for f50
the sidebands can be significantly narrowed compared to that
in the normal vacuum.
In Fig. 2, we plot the Mollow spectrum for the NDPA
source of the narrow bandwidth squeezed-vacuum field. In
this case the central line is absorptive for all values of f , but
for f5p can be narrower than that in the normal vacuum.
The Rabi sidebands exhibit a weak dependence on the phase
f and for f5p can be narrower than that in the normal
vacuum. The narrowing, however, is small.
Figure 3 shows the Mollow absorption spectrum for the
broadband squeezed vacuum field. The central line @Fig.
3~a!# exhibits exactly the same dependence on the phase as in
the NDPA case @see Fig. 2~a!#. The Rabi sidebands are al-
ways broadened independent of the phase f .
FIG. 1. Mollow probe absorption spectrum S ~in units of G0
21)
for the case of DPA versus probe detuning dvp ~in units of G0) in
the case of resonance, d50, and for a narrow bandwidth squeezed
vacuum bx510, by515. The Rabi frequency V5100. The central
component of the absorption spectrum is shown in ~a!, one of the
Rabi sidebands in ~b!. The full line in the graphs represents the
spectra in the absence of squeezed vacuum. Results for various f
are ~i! f50 ~dashed line!, ~ii! f5p/2 ~dotted line!, ~iii! f5p
~dot-dashed line!. In all cases vs5va .The left feature of the Autler-Townes absorption spec-
trum is shown in Fig. 4 for different types of the squeezed-
vacuum field. For the DPA source @Fig. 4~a!# of the squeezed
vacuum and f50 the feature can be narrower than that in
the normal vacuum. For the NDPA @Fig. 4~b!# the narrowing
is observed for f5p . In the broadband case @Fig. 4~c!#,
however, the feature is always broadened independent of the
phase f . The same conclusion applies for the right feature.
V. THE BANDWIDTHS OF THE SPECTRAL FEATURES
A. Mollow spectrum
In order to get a better insight into the effects of a squeez-
ing bandwidth on the spectral features, we evaluate analyti-
cal formulas for the bandwidths of the spectral features.
From Eq. ~3.7!, the bandwidth GC at the central feature of the
Mollow probe absorption spectrum is given by 2H1.
For a narrow bandwidth DPA source of the squeezed
field, the damping parameters M˜ (v i) and G˜N(v i) are given
FIG. 2. Mollow probe absorption spectrum S ~in units of G0
21)
for the case of NDPA versus probe detuning dvp ~in units of G0) in
the case of resonance, d50, and for a narrow bandwidth squeezed
vacuum bx510, by515. The Rabi frequency V5100. The central
component of the absorption spectrum is shown in ~a!, one of the
Rabi sidebands in ~b!. The full line in the graphs represents the
spectra in the absence of squeezed vacuum. Results for various f
are ~i! f50 ~dashed line!, ~ii! f5p/2 ~dotted line!, ~iii! f5p
~dot-dashed line!. In all cases vs5va and a5V8.
3876 57M. BOSTICKY, Z. FICEK, AND B. J. DALTONin Eq. ~2.18!. Applying Eq. ~2.18! to H1, given in Eq. ~3.3!,
we find that
GC52~D2
21D3
2!G0 . ~5.1!
Hence, the bandwidth of the central feature for the DPA case
is independent of the squeezing parameters as is seen in Fig.
1 and is the same as in the ordinary vacuum. Note that D2
5D351/2 for d50.
For a narrow bandwidth NDPA source of the squeezed
field, the parameters M˜ (v i) and G˜N(v i) are given in Eq.
~2.19!, and in this case we obtain
GC52~D2
21D3
2!G014NG028D2D3~N2M cos f!G0 .
~5.2!
The first term corresponds to the normal vacuum bandwidth,
the second term is always positive, and the third term can be
positive or negative depending on the phase f . This effect is
seen in Fig. 2. The bandwidth GC now depends on the
FIG. 3. Mollow probe absorption spectrum S ~in units of G0
21)
for the case of broad bandwidth squeezed vacuum (bx5600, by
5900) versus probe detuning dvp ~in units of G0) in the case of
resonance, d50. The Rabi frequency V5100. The central compo-
nent of the absorption spectrum is shown in ~a!, one of the Rabi
sidebands in ~b!. The full line in the graphs represents the spectra in
the absence of squeezed vacuum. Results for various f are ~i! f
50 ~dashed line!, ~ii! f5p/2 ~dotted line!, ~iii! f5p ~dot-dashed
line!. In all cases vs5va .squeezing parameters and the detuning d . For N!` and f
5p , the bandwidth reduces to
GC52~D22D3!2G014N~124D2D3!G0 , ~5.3!
which for dÞ0 is always greater than the bandwidth in the
normal vacuum. However, for d!0, D2 ,D3!1/2 and then
GC!0, indicating that for a resonant driving field and N
!` the bandwidth of the central feature can be completely
FIG. 4. Autler-Townes probe absorption spectrum S ~in units of
G0
21) for the narrow bandwidth squeezed-vacuum cases DPA ~a!,
NDPA ~b!, and broadband squeezed vacuum ~c! versus probe de-
tuning dvp ~in units of G0) in the case of resonance, d50. In ~a!
and ~b! bx510 and by515 and in the case ~c! bx5600 and by
5900. In all cases V5100. The full line in the graphs represents
the spectra in the absence of squeezed vacuum. Results for various
f are ~i! f50 ~dashed line!, ~ii! f5p/2 ~dotted line!, ~iii! f5p
~dot-dashed line!. In all cases vs5va and a5V8 for NDPA.
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even with relatively small values of N . For example, with
N51 the bandwidth for the central feature is about 0.17G0.
Now, we consider a broad bandwidth squeezed vacuum.
In this case the expressions for M˜ (v i) and G˜N(v i) are inde-
pendent of vs and are given by
M˜ ~v i!52
G0
2 e
2ifM ,
G˜N~v i!5~112N !G0 . ~5.4!
Substituting these into H1 in Eq. ~3.3!, we find that the band-
width of the central Mollow feature is
GC52~D2
21D3
2!G014NG028D2D3~N2M cos f!G0 .
~5.5!
Comparing with Eq. ~5.2!, we see that this is identical to the
NDPA case. Again the phase response of the bandwidth is
seen in Fig. 3.
From Eqs. ~3.10! and ~3.11!, the bandwidth GS of the
Rabi sidebands of the Mollow probe absorption spectrum is
given by 2uH4u, where H4 is given in Eq. ~3.3!.
Applying functions M˜ (v i) and G˜N(v i) from Eq. ~2.18!,
we find that for the narrow DPA source the bandwidth of the
left and right features of the Mollow probe absorption fea-
tures is
GS5~112D2D3!G022D1
2~N2M cos f!G0 . ~5.6!
Since D1
2524D2D3, the narrowing of the feature is pos-
sible only for f50. For N@1 and f50 the bandwidth re-
duces to
GS5~122D2D3!G0 , ~5.7!
which is narrower than that in the normal vacuum @GS5(1
12D2D3)G0#. Hence, in the DPA case the Rabi sidebands
can be narrowed below the normal vacuum level for all val-
ues of the detuning d . The maximum narrowing, however,
appears for N@1 and d50, where GC51/2G0. Again this
narrowing is readily achieved even with relatively small val-
ues of N . For N51, the bandwidths of the Rabi sidebands
are about 0.671G0, which is very close to 1/2G0. The nar-
rowing of the sidebands predicted by the analytical results
agrees perfectly with the numerical results ~see Fig. 1!.
For the NDPA case, we find after substituting the func-
tions M˜ (v i) and G˜N(v i) from Eq. ~2.19! into H4 that the
bandwidths of the Rabi sidebands are
GS5~112D2D3!G012NG024D2D3~N2M cos f!G0 .
~5.8!
In this case, the Rabi sidebands can be narrowed below the
normal vacuum level only for d50 and phase f5p . For
N@1 and f5p the bandwidth can be written as
GS5G012N~124D2D3!G0 . ~5.9!
Clearly, the bandwidth is independent of N and equal to G0
only for d50, where 4D2D351. This bandwidth is smallerthan that in the normal vacuum, where for d50,
GS53/2G0. In practice, with N51 the bandwidths of the
Rabi sidebands are approximately 1.086G0, which is close to
G0. This result also agrees with the numerical result shown
in Fig. 2~b!.
Finally, substituting Eq. ~5.4! into H4, we obtain band-
widths of the sidebands for the broad bandwidth squeezed
vacuum
GS5~112D2D3!G012NG014D2D3~N2M cos f!G0 .
~5.10!
Maximum narrowing can occur for d50 and the phase f
50. Then the bandwidths of the Rabi sidebands are given by
GS5
3
2 G01~3N2M cos f!G0 . ~5.11!
Note that the first term correctly predicts the normal vacuum
bandwidths in the case of resonance (d50). For the phase
f50, the second term can be negative @36,37#. This happens
for 0,N,1/8, with the maximum negative value about
20.086G0 for N'0.0303. Thus the narrowing of the Rabi
sidebands in the case of broad bandwidth squeezed vacuum
is very small. For N@1, the bandwidth ~5.10! reduces to
(112N)G0 independent of the detuning d . This broadening
has been observed in our numerical results Fig. 3~b!.
B. Autler-Townes spectrum
Now we analyze the bandwidths of the Autler-Townes
spectrum. From Eqs. ~3.19! and ~3.21! we see that the band-
widths of the two lines of the Autler-Townes probe absorp-
tion spectrum are given by 2uH9u and 2uH6u, respectively.
For the DPA case, the bandwidth of the left feature of the
Autler-Townes probe absorption spectrum is given by
GL85D2G012D2D3~N2M cos f!G0 . ~5.12!
The first term, D2G0, is the bandwidth in the normal vacuum
and the second term is induced by the squeezed vacuum. The
phase dependence indicates a larger bandwidth for f5p
than for f50 and this is seen in Fig. 4~a!. In the limit N
!` and f50, the bandwidth of the feature goes to D22G0,
which is much smaller than the bandwidth D2G0 in the nor-
mal vacuum. It is interesting to note that the bandwidth of
the left feature can be reduced below the normal vacuum
value for all positive detunings d (d.0). Similarly, the right
feature in the DPA case is given by
GR85D3G012D2D3~N2M cos f!G0 . ~5.13!
For N!` and f50 the bandwidth goes to D32G0, which is
much smaller than the bandwidth D3G0 in the normal
vacuum. Therefore, the bandwidth of the right feature can be
reduced below the normal vacuum value for all negative de-
tunings d (d,0). The numerical results are in agreement
with this result @see Fig. 4~a!#.
In the NDPA case, the bandwidth of the left feature of the
Autler-Townes probe absorption spectra is given by
3878 57M. BOSTICKY, Z. FICEK, AND B. J. DALTONGL85D2G01NG022D2D3~N2M cos f!G0 . ~5.14!
In this case the linewidth is smaller for f5p compared to
f50 and this is seen in Fig. 4~b!. For f5p and N!` , GL8
reduces to
GL85D2~12D3!G01N~124D2D3!G0. ~5.15!
In this case the linewidth is broadened for dÞ0. Only for
d50, where 4D2D351, the linewidth can be reduced below
the normal vacuum value, where the narrowing from 1/2G0
to 1/4G0 is observed. Similarly, the right feature in the
NDPA case is given by
GR85D3G01NG022D2D3~N2M cos f!G0 ,
~5.16!
where the left feature can be reduced to 1/4G0 only for d50.
In the broad bandwidth regime, substituting the expres-
sions for M˜ (v i) and G˜N(v i) from Eq. ~5.4!, the bandwidths
of the Autler-Townes probe absorption features are given by
GL85~D21N !G0 ,
GR85~D31N !G0 , ~5.17!
which are always broadened compared to that in the normal
vacuum independent of the squeezing correlations and the
phase. The lack of phase dependence of the linewidth is seen
in Fig. 4~c!. A similar result has also been found by Jakob
and Kryuchkyan @38#.
Hence, the linewidths of the Autler-Townes probe absorp-
tion spectrum depend on the squeezing correlations and the
phase only in a narrow-bandwidth squeezed vacuum. Equa-tions ~5.14!–~5.17! show that the narrowing of the Autler-
Townes spectral lines is intrinsically the narrow-bandwidth
effect and does not extend to the broadband case.
VI. SUMMARY
We have considered the Mollow and Autler-Townes
probe absorption spectra, of a three-level atom in a cascade
configuration, with the lower transition coherently driven
and coupled to the squeezed-vacuum field.
Analytical expressions for the spectra were obtained for
the squeezed-vacuum frequency vs equal to the driving fre-
quency va and compared with the numerical results. The
NDPA and the broadband squeezed-vacuum fields both lead
to the narrowing of the central feature of the Mollow probe
absorption spectra, and in the limit N!` the bandwidth of
the feature can be reduced to zero. At the sidebands, a large
narrowing is possible only with the DPA source of the
squeezed vacuum. Broad bandwidth source only leads to a
broadening of the Rabi sidebands except for 0,N,1/8,
when a very small narrowing is possible. The Autler-Townes
probe absorption spectrum depends on the phase only for a
narrow bandwidth squeezed vacuum, for both the DPA and
NDPA sources. We have found that for a broadband
squeezed vacuum the spectrum is independent of the phase
and the spectral lines are always broadened compared to that
in the normal vacuum.
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